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Tangent Spectrum X6 Satin Black

349.00 €

Stylish Danish Hi-Fi
Tangent’s Spectrum range of affordable hi-fi and home theatre
loudspeakers offer typically Danish contemporary, stylish designs fused
with high-end audio quality from compact enclosures … to create the very
best in two and multi-channel applications.

Latest Technology 

The range benefits from latest-technology drive units carefully selected by
Tangent’s acoustic engineers, including a wide dispersion 25mm soft
fabric dome tweeter, together with a 110mm or 130mm long throw paper
coned bass driver … or an 200mm bass driver featured in the subwoofer.

Danish Speaker Design

The compact, stylish enclosures boast a solid, inert construction to
reduce cabinet colouration and resonance.  Available in attractive
midnight black or polar white highly durable matt satin finishes, all drive
units are protective with colour-matched, integrated mesh grilles.
Contrasting walnut base plinths complete the unique aesthetic appeal
across the range.

Spectrum X6
Following the success of the X4 and X5 bookshelf/stand-mount speakers,
Tangent now introduces a stunning pair of X6 3-way bass reflex floor-
standing loudspeakers. Housed within the stylish and handsome cabinet
enclosures, the performance is faithfully reproduced from two 130mm
bass-midrange drivers together with the range generic 25 mm dome
fabric tweeter … resulting in 200 watts of easy to drive power and a
sensitivity rating of 88db.

Make it a System

Complete your system with the new Spectrum XC Centre speaker and
Spectrum XSW-8 Subwoofer to create the ultimate multi-channel movie
or music experience.

Features

Unique satin finishes
Fabric dome tweeter
2 x 5'' midrange-bass drivers
Danish design 
Price per pcs

Downloads

Pictures
User Manual
Tech Sheet

Description

Stylish Danish Hi-Fi
Tangent’s Spectrum range of affordable hi-fi and home theatre loudspeakers offer typically Danish contemporary, stylish designs fused with high-end
audio quality from compact enclosures … to create the very best in two and multi-channel applications.

https://shop8167.hstatic.dk/upload_dir/shop/Tangent-Spectrum-X6.zip
https://shop8167.hstatic.dk/upload_dir/export/Manuals/Tangent_Spectrum_X6-Manual.pdf
https://shop8167.hstatic.dk/upload_dir/export/Tech-Sheets/TAN_SPECTRUM-X6-FT-UK.pdf
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Latest Technology 

The range benefits from latest-technology drive units carefully selected by Tangent’s acoustic engineers, including a wide dispersion 25mm soft fabric
dome tweeter, together with a 110mm or 130mm long throw paper coned bass driver … or an 200mm bass driver featured in the subwoofer.

Danish Speaker Design

The compact, stylish enclosures boast a solid, inert construction to reduce cabinet colouration and resonance.  Available in attractive midnight black
or polar white highly durable matt satin finishes, all drive units are protective with colour-matched, integrated mesh grilles. Contrasting walnut base
plinths complete the unique aesthetic appeal across the range.

Spectrum X6
Following the success of the X4 and X5 bookshelf/stand-mount speakers, Tangent now introduces a stunning pair of X6 3-way bass reflex floor-
standing loudspeakers. Housed within the stylish and handsome cabinet enclosures, the performance is faithfully reproduced from two 130mm bass-
midrange drivers together with the range generic 25 mm dome fabric tweeter … resulting in 200 watts of easy to drive power and a sensitivity rating
of 88db.

Make it a System

Complete your system with the new Spectrum XC Centre speaker and Spectrum XSW-8 Subwoofer to create the ultimate multi-channel movie or
music experience.

Features

Unique satin finishes
Fabric dome tweeter
2 x 5'' midrange-bass drivers
Danish design 

Downloads

Pictures
Manual
Tech Sheet

Specifications

Speaker Units 2 x 5'' woofer and midrange / 1'' tweeter

System 3-ways

Sensitivity 88 dB

Frequency 50Hz - 20 000Hz

Impedance 6 Ω

Power Up to 200 watt

Weight 12 / 13 kg

Product Dimensions 166 x 923 x 268 mm

Carton Size 245 x 1010 x 343 mm
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